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Biographical Note 

 

Edward Harper Parker (1849-1926) joined the British Consular Service in China in 1869. 

Apart from a period studying at the Middle Temple from 1875-77, he remained in the 

Consular Service until 1895, when he retired. During his career he worked in a variety of 

locations in China, including Fuzhou, Wenzhou, Chongqing and Hainan, as well as in Korea 

and Burma. In 1896 he was appointed Reader in Chinese at the University of Liverpool, and 

then in 1901 Professor of Chinese at the University of Manchester, and he continued to hold 

both positions until the end of his life. Parker authored numerous articles and several books. 

He wrote on a wide variety of topics, ranging from ancient history to contemporary affairs, 

from religion to commerce, and addressing both China itself and the peoples and nations on 

China’s borders. 

 

 

Scope/content 

 

The collection contains material dating to both before and after Parker’s appointment at the 

University of Manchester. It contains material that he collected, as well as his own notes and 

translations, all of which he used, or intended to use, for articles and books. Copies of a few 

of Parker’s articles are contained in the collection, as well as an unpublished manuscript 

completed just before his death. 

 

The collection contains a number of Chinese books, both contemporary publications and new 

editions of classic works. There are also other Chinese-language documents, including 

rubbings of two temple tablets. Other languages are also represented: there is an extract from 

a book that uses Manchu, and there are two documents that appear to be written in the Yi 

script used by certain ethnic minorities in south-west China. Of English-language material, 

there is a set of documents used in the treaty ports for the administration of trade, shipping 

and customs. 

 

A large proportion of the material is made up of newspaper cuttings, taken mostly from 

newspapers published in China, and organised under various headings. In a letter written in 

1950 to the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Manchester (included in the collection, ref. 

EHP 14.70), Parker’s daughter explained that her father had intended to use the material ‘to 

write a history of modern China, from the fall of the Manchu dynasty, the civil wars, to the 

present times.’ The cuttings provide a useful source for this period, and for those interested in 

early Chinese news media. However, much of this material is in a deteriorating condition. In 

addition, as an increasing number of old newspapers become digitised, the usefulness of this 

material will inevitably become limited. 

 

Parker’s interest in the regions directly bordering China is well represented in the collection. 

This includes notes and translations from Chinese history books regarding these regions and 

their peoples. Most substantial, however, is the material relating to the Himalayas (Tibet, 

Bhutan, Nepal and Sikkim), and mainland southeast Asia. From 1892-3 Parker worked as 

Adviser to the Indian Government on Chinese Affairs in Burma, and the collection contains 

copies of official reports and memorandums he prepared during this period, as well as 



information he collected about the history of Sino-Burmese relations. Parker also took a close 

interest in Chinese relations with the Himalayas, and particularly events in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries involving, China, Britain, Tibet and Sikkim. The collection 

contains copies of newspaper articles and official documents, as well as correspondence from 

other interested observers, particularly L. A. Waddell. This material is of significance both as 

source material about the history of these regions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, as well as for what it shows about British perspectives and writings on these 

regions at the start of the twentieth century. 

 

A lot of the material is in a sensitive or damaged condition, and in need of more suitable 

storage conditions. 

 

 

Acquisition 

 

It is not certain when the collection was acquired by the JRL. Two depositions of material 

relating to Parker are recorded. The first is mentioned in a note contained in the University of 

Manchester Archives (File VCA/7/31): 

 

‘In March 1926 Dr William Rushton Parker purchased and presented to the University 

Library the collection of books on Chinese subjects formed by the late Prof. E.H. 

Parker, M.A. The collection includes a complete set of the “Twenty-four Dynastic 

Histories”, with Professor Parker’s MS. notes, a copy of Baddeley’s “Russia, 

Mongolia, China”, as well as sets of the “Asiatic Review”, “Chinese Recorder”, and 

“Journal of the North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society”.’ 

 

William Rushton (1853-1943) was Edward Harper’s brother. The mention of ‘Parker’s MS 

notes’ suggests that at least some of the material now part of the E.H. Parker Collection was 

included in this deposition. Although a few books are also contained in the present collection, 

the books mentioned in the note above represent a separate and far more substantial library. 

The current location of this library is a question that is only partially resolved. Many of the 

books listed in the ‘University of Manchester Catalogue of Books in Chinese in the Arts 

Library’ appear to have belonged to Parker (judging from the handwritten notations inside 

them). These books are currently kept in the John Rylands Library. In addition to these, the 

University of Manchester Library Register of Additions (Vol. 16, 192784-201450), contains a 

list of Western-language books that also appear to have formed a part of the 1926 deposition. 

At least some of these books are still held in the University of Manchester Library, but it has 

not been possible, due to limitations of time, to check for all of them. 

 

The second deposition dates to 1950, and is recorded in a letter from Parker’s daughter to the 

Vice-Chancellor of the University of Manchester (mentioned above). In this letter she offers 

to him an unpublished manuscript of Parker’s (now in Box 14 of the collection). She does not 

mention any other material deposited at this time. However, she does make reference to 

‘bundles of loose papers with Chinese characters pasted on them’ that were deposited along 

with Parker’s books following his death. This seems to refer to the newspaper clippings in 

Boxes 9-12 of this collection. 

 

So, although not all of the material in the Parker Collection can be directly accounted for, it 

seems likely that the majority of it was deposited in 1926, with possible later depositions, 

including in 1950. 



 

 

Handlist 
 

The material was originally divided into fifteen boxes. This organisation has been maintained, 

though two of the boxes of photographs (Boxes 13 and 14) have been subdivided into further 

boxes for reasons of space and improved storage (see ‘Introduction to the photographs in the 

Parker Collection’ for details). I have made reference to earlier labelling, where it exists, but 

have also inserted my own labelling, where I have felt it necessary for the sake of clarity. I 

have tried to make it clear in the handlist which labelling is mine and which is original. 

 

 

Box 1 

 

Loose Chinese books, with (original) labels a-f (labelled with an inserted piece of card). 

However, there are two books each labelled a-e, so I have added [i] and [ii] in order to 

distinguish them. 

 

1/a [i] 

教理详解  Jiaoli Xiangjie (‘Explanation of Religious Doctrine’) 

See 1/c [ii] for more details. 

 

1/a [ii] 

马氏文通，实字卷之四 Mashi Wentong, volume 4. 

See 1/b [i] for more details. 

 

1/b [i] 

马氏文通   Mashi Wentong  

马建忠    Ma Jianzhong [author] 

上海商务印书馆排印 Shanghai shangwu yinshuguan paiyin [publisher] 

光绪二十四年孟冬 Guangxu ershisinian mengdong (reign of Guangxu emperor, 24th year, 

first month of winter, i.e. 1898). 

 

文通卷之一终 Volume 1. 

 

The Mashi Wentong (‘Master Ma’s Linguistic Overview’) is considered the first Chinese 

grammar, and was published in Shanghai in 1898. 

 

Parker’s review of this book, taken from The China Review, is pasted in the inside cover. 

 

This volume is in poor condition. 

 

1/b [ii] 

马氏文通，实字卷之五 Mashi Wentong, volume 5. 

 

1/c [i] 

马氏文通，实字卷之二 Mashi Wentong, volume 2. 

 

1/c [ii] 



教理详解     Jiaoli Xiangjie 

天主降生一千八百九十九年 1899 

上海慈母堂重印活版  Shanghai cimutang chongyin huoban [publisher] 

 

This is a Chinese Catholic book. 

 

The back cover and some of the final pages seem to have become detached. 

 

1/d [i] 

马氏文通，实字卷之六 Mashi Wentong, volume 6. 

 

1/d [ii] 

This is a book written in the calligraphy style of Wang Xizhi (王羲之, 303-361), known as 

the Sage of Calligraphy (书圣). The book is designed for those who wish to learn to model 

his style. 

 

It is in bad condition – the binding has been broken and the book is now in two halves. 

 

1/e [i] 

马氏文通，实字卷之三 Mashi Wentong, volume 3. 

 

1/e [ii] 

(真书)正气歌  Zhenshu Zhengqi Ge (‘Song of Righteousness’, produced in regular 

script). 

三洲先生  [Calligrapher?] 

 

The Song of Righteousness was a poem, written by 文天祥 Wen Tianxiang (1236-1283), a 

Song-dynasty politician and poet. 

 

1/f 

(楷书)千字文 Kaishu Qianziwen (‘Thousand Character Classic’, produced in regular script) 

青木嵩山堂 Qingmu songshan tang [publisher] 

 

The Thousand Character Classic is a 6th century poem used as a reading primer. 

 

 

Box 2 

 

Loose books and sheets of writing, all in Chinese. 

 

No labelling in box. Numbering is mine. 

 

1.  

孝经  Xiao Jing (Classic of Filial Piety). 

 

The Classic of Filial Piety is a classic Confucian text. 

 

2. 



Front cover: 

明董其昌行书 Ming Dong Qichang xingshu. 

 

Dong Qichang = Ming-dynasty painter, scholar, calligrapher, and art theorist (1555-1636). 

Xingshu = running hand (in Chinese calligraphy). 

 

This is a book that models the calligraphy style of Dong Qichang, produced for those wishing 

to learn to imitate his style. 

 

In a delicate condition. 

 

3. 

孟子 The Mengzi (extracts). 

 

The Mengzi is a collection of stories about and conversations held by the Confucian 

philosopher Mencius (85-304 or 372-289 BCE). 

 

Bound (possibly rebound?) in Western binding, with ‘Mencius’ in English on the spine. 

 

4. 

Rubbings (in two parts) of a copper tablet, located in Yong Ming Hua Temple (永明华藏寺), 

on Emei Mountain (峨眉山) in Sichuan Province.  

 

The first rubbing is 峨眉山普贤金殿碑, and was drafted by 王毓宗. The second is 大峨山 

明华藏寺新建铜殿记, and was drafted by 傅光宅. Both 王毓宗 and 傅光宅 were Ming 

dynasty officials and scholars, and the tablets provide details about the renovation of the 

temple. 

 

5. 

清文备考虚字讲约 Qing Wen Bei Kao Xu Zi Jiang Yue 

戴谷  Dai Gu [author] 

 

An extract from a book, first published in 1722, used to teach the Manchu language to 

Chinese 

speakers. An explanatory note, written by Parker, is included, which indicates that the extract 

here is the first part of the first chapter. 

 

 

Box 3 

 

A large, bound MS volume containing Parker’s notes. The volume is in a bad condition – the 

binding is coming apart. Date is uncertain. 

 

The notes consist of translations of sections of classic Chinese history books, with notes 

inserted at various points giving comparisons with other history books. An index precedes 

each translation, and the page numbering begins again with each translation. The sections 

translated all seem to be related to the regions located to the west of China. 

 

Among those books translated from are: 



史记 Shiji (Record of the Grand Historian) – chapter 123 大宛列傳 (Treatise on the Dayuan), 

which is about the journeys of Zhang Qian to the west. 

汉书 Hanshu (History of the Former Han) - chapter 96 西域傳 Xiyu Zhuan (Chapter on the 

Western Regions). 

后汉书 Hou Hanshu (History of the Later Han) – chapter 88 西域傳 Xiyu Zhuan (Chapter on 

the Western Regions). 

魏略 Weilue. 

 

 

Box 4 

 

Another large MS containing notes and translations from classic Chinese history books, and 

particularly passages on the western regions. Date is uncertain. 

 

Inside are also: 

- An article about the Orenburg-Tashkent railway from The Times, dated 27
th

 October 1904. 

- Two letters, one dated 27
th

 October 1904 and the other undated, from Hope W. Hogg, who 

in 1903 became Professor of Semitic Languages and Literatures at the University of 

Manchester. The letters are replies to questions from Parker regarding Arabic words and 

Islamic customs. 

 

 

Box 5 

 

Two MSS volumes. 

 

1. 
Contains a number of blank forms and documents used in the treaty ports for the 

administration of trade, shipping and customs. A note on the first page dates the volume to 

1905. There is an index on the first page. 

 

Index provided on first page: 

 

1. Yearly Guarantee for steamers. 

2. Tonnage Dues Certificates. 

3. Certificate of registry for Foreign owned Vessels. 

4. Certificate of registry for Inland Waters Steam Navigation. 

5. Cargo-Boat License. 

6. Steam-Tug Certificate. 

7. Special River Pass. 

8. Shanghai-Soochow-Hangchow Foreign River Steamer Pass. 

9. Shanghai-Soochow-Hangchow Chinese River Steamer Pass. 

10. Soochow Creek Traffic Rules. 

11. Regulation for the Inspection of Chinese owned Steam Launches. 

12. Supplementary Regulations for Steam Launches. 

13. River Steamer Pass. 

14. Junks’ Certificate of Registry. 

15. Junk Clearance Certificate. 

16. Charter Certificate. 

17. Chartered Steam Launches’ Certificate. 



18. Special Permit to Tow. 

19. Foreign Opium: Application for Landing Permit. 

20. Foreign Opium: Application for Delivery Permit. 

21. Foreign Opium: Application for Bonding Permit. 

22. Foreign Opium: Application for Re-export Permit. 

23. Foreign Opium: Delivery Permit. 

24. Native Opium: Delivery Permit. 

25. Bengal Opium Pass. 

26. Opium Transit Certificate. 

27. Ticket for Articles to be fumigated. 

28. Junk’s Admission to Pratique. 

29. Register for Sampans. 

30. Bond Certificate. 

31. Application for free Permit to Ship. 

32. Duty Specially collected. 

33. Drawback on Foreign Goods to Foreign Ports. 

34. Drawback on Foreign Goods to Native Ports. 

35. Drawback on Native Goods to Native Ports. 

36. Drawback on Native Goods to Foreign Ports. 

37. Drawback on damaged Goods. 

38. Special Drawback. 

39. Re-export Proof. 

40. Memo for Opium Duty. 

41. Memo for Import Duty. 

42. Memo for Export Duty. 

43. Memo for Coast Trade Duty. 

44. Memo for Transit Dues. 

45. Memo for Silk and Tea Duties. 

46. Special Exemption Certificate for Foreign-typed Goods manufactured at Shanghai. 

47. Special Exemption Certificate for Native-made Foreign-typed Goods re-exported. 

48. Sanitary Regulations. 

49. Inward Transit Pass for Foreign-typed Goods manufactured at Shanghai. 

50. Duty Paid Certificate. 

51. Duty Proof Certificate. 

52. Exemption Certificate. 

53. Grand Chop. 

54. Outward Transit Dues Paid Certificate. 

55. Inward Transit Pass. 

56. Inward Transit Pass for Shanghai-made Cotton Yarn. 

57. Cargo Certificate. 

58. Certificate for Tribute Rice. 

59. Outward Transit Pass. 

60. Commissioner’s Quarterly Revenue Return. 

61. Commissioner’s Quarterly Abstract Accounts. 

62. Commissioner’s Quarterly Confiscation Report. 

63. Government Stores Certificate. 

64. Application for Leave (Native Staff). 

65. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of Grand Chop. 

66. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of E. C. 

67. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of D. P. C. 



68. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of Drawback on Foreign Goods re-exported to Treaty 

Ports. 

69. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of Drawback on Foreign Goods re-exported to Foreign 

Ports. 

70. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of D. P. 

71. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of Drawback (1/2 Duty) on Native Goods re-exported to 

Coast Ports. 

72. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of Drawback (1/2 Duty) on Native Goods re-exported to 

Foreign Ports. 

73. Letter forwarding Chinkiang Pass for Outward Transit Goods to Taotai to be sealed. 

74. Letter forwarding wrong Drawback for Correction. 

75. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of Re-export Proof. 

76. Letter to Taotai asking for issue of Blank Forms of Outward Transit Pass. 

77. Letter to Banker notifying names of Applicants who have applied for Drawback. 

Forms used in connection with Registration of Trade Marks: 1.A, 1. B, 1. C. 

 

2. 

This contains translations from Chinese history books of passages relating to the Turks. 

These translations were printed in eight instalments in the journal The China Review from 

1899-1901. 

 

 

Box 6 

 

Contains 5 folders. These contain notes, newspaper cuttings (English and Chinese) and 

correspondence regarding late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century events in Tibet, and 

other Himalayan states (Bhutan, Nepal and Sikkim). But there is other material as well. 

 

FOLDER 1 

 

Material relating to events in Tibet in 1910, when the Qing dynasty sent an army into Tibet in 

order to establish direct rule, and the Dalai Lama fled to India: 

 

Newspaper cuttings – mostly English but a few Chinese. 

 

Letter from C. S. Hayn (28
th

 February 1910), regarding recent affairs in Tibet. 

 

Two letters from L. A. Waddell: the first, dated 1
st
 June 1910, containing a note giving the 

full title of the Dalai Lama in Tibetan and English; the second, dated 11
th

 June 1910, 

containing a translation of an inscription he claims to have found in Lhasa, and a request for 

help with identifying the forms of ancient Chinese place names. 

 

Lawrence Augustine Waddell (1854-1938) was an officer in the British Indian Army who was 

involved in expeditions to Burma and Tibet, and who studied and wrote on Tibet and Tibetan 

Buddhism. 

 

Parker’s notes on events in Tibet. 

 

Also cuttings with reports discussing the possible impact of these events on Bhutan, Nepal 

and Sikkim. 



 

 

FOLDER 2 (originally labelled as ‘Box 7/A’) 

 

Contains a bound document, the pages are made of a very thin, sensitive, fabric like material, 

which has become creased up – it needs fairly urgent preservation work. There is writing on 

it. I think it is a form of the Yi script (used to write the Yi language, which is spoken by 

certain ethnic minority groups in Sichuan and Yunnan provinces), but this would need to be 

confirmed. A sample of this document is shown below. 

 

 
 



 
FOLDER 3 (originally labelled as ‘Box 7/B’) 

 

Contains one thin sheet, and one bound set of sheets, containing rows of writing. It is slightly 

different to the script in Folder 2, but again, I think it is a form of the Yi script (used to write 

the Yi language, which is spoken by certain ethnic minority groups in Sichuan and Yunnan 

provinces), but this would need to be confirmed. A sample of this document is shown below: 

 



 
 

 



 

 

FOLDER 4 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8 Folder 1 “Tibet”’) 

 

More material on the histories and contemporary affairs of Tibet and the Himalayan states. 

This consists largely of sheets of Parker’s handwritten notes, and newspaper cuttings in both 

English and Chinese (many of the cuttings are very delicate and stuck together). 

 

Two key topics are covered: 

 

1) The Simla Accord (treaty regarding the status of Tibet negotiated by China, Tibet and 

Britain in 1914). 

 

2) The relation between Britain and Sikkim. Material relating to this topic includes: 

- Map of Sikkim and border regions. 

- Copy of ‘Convention between Great Britain and China relating to Sikkim and Tibet. 

Signed at Calcutta, March 17, 1890.’ 

- Correspondence between Parker and L. A. Waddell (dated 13
th

 October 1913 and 

26
th

 November 1913) as well as sheets of notes written and exchanged by Parker and 

Waddell on the topic of Britain and Sikkim, as well as other aspects of Himalayan 

politics and history. 

 

There are also copies of three articles written by Parker: 

- Parker’s article, ‘The Bottom Rock of the Tibet Question’. Date and periodical of 

publication unknown. 

- Proof, dated July 19, 1904, of Parker’s article ‘How the Tibetans Grew’ with a 

stamp on the first page: ‘The Asiatic Quarterly Review’, and handwritten date 

‘October 1904.’ 

- Article, written by Parker, in Overland China Mail, 7 February 1914, explaining the 

background to the events that led to Sikkim becoming a British protectorate. 

 

The folder contains some other, seemingly unrelated, material: 

- Matthew 5:46-48, written in Greek on a piece of card. 

- Two sheets of Japanese(?) calligraphy, seemingly just rough drafts. 

- Two sheets containing lists of Japanese surnames, arranged in tables. 

 

 

FOLDER 5 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8 Folder 2’) 

 

Large bound extract from, M. Gabriel Devéria, Origine de l’Islamisme en Chine: deux 

légendes musulmanes chinoises; pélerinages de Ma Fou-tch’ou. 

Inside are attached two other publications: 

- A review of this work, written by Parker in English. 

- ‘“Le Seyyid Edjell Chams ed-Din Omar (1210-1279) et ses deux sépultures en 

Chine” par A. Vissière (extrait)’, Revue du Monde Musulman, Volume IV, Numéro II 

(Février 1908). 

 

‘Report by Consul Parker on Annam. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command 

of Her Majesty. August 1892.’ 



This is a report of an official visit he made, including a description of a Court he 

attended held by the Emperor Thanh-thay to mark Annamese new year; a description 

of the city of Hué; a summary of the political status of Annam; a description of a visit 

to coal mines; and a description of trips to Quang-nam and Faifo. It also contains a 

map. 

 

 

Box 7 

 

Four folders: 

 

FOLDER 1 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8 Folder 3’) 

Notes and newspaper, magazine and journal cuttings. They are mostly undated, but those that 

are cover a range of dates in 1910s and 1920s. They cover a number of topics: 

- Historical relations (from ancient times to nineteenth century) between India, Tibet, Nepal, 

and Sikkim. 

- Lists of officials in Republican China, including both government and military officials, and 

both central and provincial officials. 

- Family tree for the Daoguang Emperor. 

- Timeline for the late-19
th

 century. 

- Two pages of Parker’s notes from his reading of classic Chinese history books. 

 

FOLDER 2 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8 Folder 4 – “Law”’) 

Contains notes taken from classic Chinese history books on the topic of the law. It includes a 

timeline, from 1644-1835, tracing changes in law, crime and punishment. 

 

FOLDER 3 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8 Folder 5 – “Salt”’) 

Contains newspaper cuttings and notes on the history of the salt trade in China. It includes a 

timeline going back to 496 AD. The notes are organised according to provinces and large 

towns. The cuttings are from Chinese, English and French-language sources, and date from 

the first two decades of the twentieth century. 

 

FOLDER 4 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8 Folder 6 – “Notes on Ancient History”’) 

Contains notes taken from classic Chinese history books, as well as French and English 

sources, on ancient Chinese history, and organised according to themes, including cities, 

eunuchs, music, tombs, etc. 

 

There is also an additional file of notes in Folder 4, containing: 

- One page of notes on references to Tun-hwang (this is Dunhuang (敦煌), in Gansu province) 

in different classic Chinese history books. 

- A cutting, in French, containing an article by Georges Montorgueil: ‘Vieilles Choses de 

Chine: M. Paul Pelliot apporte les plus vieux documents qui soient connus sur la Chine.’ 

- More pages of notes, seemingly on the topic of nomadic peoples. However, the tops of the 

pages have become damaged, so the page headings have become obscured. 

 

 

Box 8 

 

Four folders:  

 



FOLDER 1 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8, Folder 7: “Notes on Manchu relations with 

China”’) 

Contains a detailed timeline on the Manchus, from 1640-1874. There is also the text of a 

lecture given by J. Dyer Ball in 1912, on ‘Early Russian Intercourse with China’ and which 

quotes from Parker. 

 

FOLDER 2 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8, Folder 8: “Turkestan. Ancient Statements []”’) 

Contains notes from classic Chinese history books, and European secondary sources. The 

notes are organised according to different regions and cities of Central Asia. There is also a 

timeline running from 1745-1874, as well as longer notes taken from a single book: The 

Pamirs and the Source of the Oxon by George Curzon. 

 

FOLDER 3 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8 Folder 9: “Burma”’) 

Contains Parker’s notes from an article: ‘Some account of the Wars between Burmah and 

China, together with the journals and routes of three different Embassies sent to Pekin by the 

king of Ava; taken from Burmese documents. By Lieutenant-Colonel H. Burney, Resident in 

Ava’, The Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. VI (1837), pp. 121-149; 405-451; 

542-559. 

 

Also contains a copy of an article by Parker: 

‘Burma’s Supposed “Tribute” to China’, The Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review and 

Oriental and Colonial Record 6, 11 & 12 (1898): 152-173. 

 

FOLDER 4 (originally labelled as ‘Box 8 Folder 10: “Misc. work on Burma”’) 

Contains a number of official notes and memorandums prepared by Parker during his time in 

Burma from March 1892 to June 1893, during which he was adviser to the Indian 

Government on Chinese Affairs: 

- ‘Notes on the mode of conducting official business in Yünnan, &c.’ (1893) 

- ‘Memorandum on the Mines of Yünnan’ (1892) 

- ‘The Armies of Yünnan.’ (1892) 

- ‘Memorandum on the Yünnan forces’ (1892) 

- ‘Military’ (1892) 

- ‘Civil’ (1892) 

- ‘Abstract of a Chapter (fragment) supposed to form part of the Yungch’ang Annals, given to 

Mr. Parker by Ch’en Shih-mei.’ (1892) 

 -‘The Old Shan Empire’ (1892) 

- ‘The Burmese Wars of Kublai and His Successor (from the History of the Yüan Dynasty 

founded by Jengis and Kublai Khans).’ (1892) 

- ‘Digest of the Yung-Ch’ang Annals on Burma’ (1894) 

- ‘Notes on Yunnan Topography’ (1893) 

- Copy of the account of the Burmese Missions of 1874-75 from the Consulate records in 

Shanghai, and translation of the chapter on Burma from A Brief Account of the Maritime 

Circuit (Yinghuan zhilue 瀛環志略) by Xu Jiyu (徐继畲, 1795-1873). 

 

Also various handwritten notes and translations from Chinese sources, regarding Burma. 

 

Also included is a one-page calendar for 1923, published by the Presbyterian Mission Press, 

Shanghai. 

 

 



Boxes 9-12 

 

These boxes contain a series of folders titled, by Parker, ‘Press Cuttings’. 

 

The cuttings are arranged under a number of headings, arranged alphabetically (Box 9 

contains C-L; Box 10 contains A-C; Box 11 contains M-O; Box 12 contains P-W). The 

headings mostly reflect political, economic and military affairs. Parker seems to have begun 

collecting the cuttings following his retirement from the Consular Service (and return to the 

UK), in 1895. The majority are from the late 1890s and the first decade of the 1900s, but for 

some topics the 1910s are also covered. 

 

The cuttings are annotated with their date and an abbreviation of the name of the publication, 

and sometimes with other information too. Some sections, such as ‘Arsenals’ and 

‘‘Manufactures, Mines, Mints[?], Machinery, etc.’ also contain collections of Parker’s own 

notes. 

 

While there are a few cuttings from British newspapers, such as The Times and The 

Manchester Guardian, the vast majority are from newspapers printed in China, and these 

include both Chinese- and English-language publications. Those most frequently occurring 

are: 

 

Chinese-Language 

 

京报 Jing Bao/Ching Pao  

Known in English as the Peking Gazette, and therefore referred to by Parker by the 

abbreviation ‘P.G.’ It was not a newspaper, but an official bulletin with a limited circulation, 

published in Beijing until 1912. Among the cuttings Parker kept are memorials to the 

emperor, texts of treaties, laws and constitutions, and government reports and communiques. 

 

申报 Shen Bao/Shun-pao   

Parker refers to it by the abbreviation ‘S.P.’ It was a Shanghai-based newspaper that ran from 

1872-1949. 

 

益闻录   Yiwen lu/I-wen-lou   

Parker refers to it by the abbreviation ‘Y.W.L.’ This was a Catholic newspaper, but which 

aimed at a wider audience than just Catholics. It began in 1879 and was later merged with 

another Catholic newspaper, 汇报  Hui Bao. Parker, however, maintains the original 

abbreviation. 

 

 

English-Language 

 

China Mail  Parker refers to it by the abbreviation ‘C.M.’ It was a Hong 

Kong newspaper running from 1845-1974. It also had a weekly 

Chinese-language supplement, Zhongwai xinwen qiribao 中外

新闻七日报. 

 

North China Daily News  Parker refers to it by the abbreviation ‘N.C.D.’ It was based in 

Shanghai, and ran from 1864-1951. 



 

North China Herald  Parker refers to it by the abbreviation ‘N.C.H.’ A Shanghai-

based newspaper that ran from 1850-1914. After the 

establishment of the North China Daily News, it became the 

weekly edition of that newspaper. 

 

Overland China Mail   A weekly, Hong Kong-based newspaper. 

 

 

The cuttings are arranged under the following headings: 

 

- New Admiralty 

- Advisers 

- Africa 

- America 

- Amoy 

- Annamese Affairs 

- Antiquities 

- Army and Navy – a particularly large section, which includes statistics on soldiers compiled 

according to province. 

- Arsenals – another large section, with notes and cuttings organised according to place, and 

subsections on major military bases and colleges. 

- Astronomy and Calendar 

- Audiences 

- Bamboo 

- Banks 

- [] looks like ‘Bauuey’ or ‘Bauuers’. Includes two articles about soldiers’ pay. 

- Belgium 

- Board of Roads[?] 

- Buddhistic Temples 

- Burma 

- Canal 

- Canton 

- Capitals of China 

- Causes Celebre 

- Celestial 

- Chinese Abroad 

- Concessions 

- Confucius 

- Constitutions 

- Corea 

- ‘Corruption of Nunnery[?] in Chekiang’ 

- Cotton, History of 

- Customs 

- Disease 

- Earthquakes 

- Education and Schools 

- Envoys to Europe, etc. 

- Eunuchs 

- Electricity 



- Famines 

- Foochow 

- Foreign Education 

- Formosa 

- Gankin[?] 

- Gaming[?] 

- Germany 

- Grain 

- Greece 

- Hainan 

- Hankow 

- Heredity 

- Hong Kong Affairs 

- Honolulu 

- Indemnity 

- India 

- Italy 

- Japan 

- Japan-Corea 

- Java, etc. 

- Jesuits 

- Kalgan 

- Labour Strikes 

- Law 

- Likin 

- Literary 

- Loans 

- Lusus[?] – regarding meteorites, earthquakes, etc. 

- Macao 

- Mahomedan Rebellion 

- Manchuria 

- Manila 

- Maps 

- Medical 

- Manufactures, Mines, Mints[?], Machinery, etc. 

- Missionary Troubles 

- Money 

- Mongols and Tartary 

- Nanking Republic 

- New Ports 

- Opium and [] 

- Parliament 

- Peking Affairs 

- Pawnshops 

- Patents 

- Post Offices 

- Posthumous 

- Potteries 

- Press 

- Railways, etc. 



- Raising the Wind 

- Reforms 

- Revenue 

- Russia 

- Salt 

- Shanghai 

- Siam 

- Silk 

- Singapore 

- Stamps 

- Steamers and Boats 

- Sulphur 

- Telegraphs 

- Theatre 

- Tientsin 

- Tobacco  

- Tombs  

- Trade 

- Treaties 

- Tsung-jen Fu[?] 

- Weight and Meaning 

 

As well as cuttings, there are a few other items, which include: 

 

- A short article by Parker in The New East, 1918, in response to an article in an earlier 

edition (in Box 9, under ‘Japan’). 

- Regulations produced by new schools and education societies, and a class timetable for a 

new Chinese school offering a Western education (in Box 9, under ‘Foreign Education’). 

- Parker’s article ‘Small-Pox and Inoculation in China’, in Overland China Mail, 1 May 1906, 

and reprint in The British Medical Journal (Vol. 1, No. 2402 (Jan. 12, 1907), pp. 88-90) (in 

Box 9, under ‘Disease’). 

- Copy of article: Berthold Laufer, ‘The Introduction of Vaccination Into the Far East’,  The 

Open Court 9 (1911), pp. 525-531 (in Box 9, under ‘Disease’). 

- Consular documents (in Box 9, between ‘Corea’ and ‘Constitutions’): 

-‘H.B.M. Consular Service in China. Table showing Distribution on June 30
th

, 1912.’ 

-‘H.B.M. Consular Service in China. Table showing Distribution on July 1
st
, 1914.’ -

‘His Majesty’s Diplomatic and Consular Services in China. Names of Members in 

English and Chinese. January 1917.’ 

-‘H.B.M. Consular Service in China. Table showing Distribution on January 1
st
 1917.’ 

The distribution tables provide details of names, stations, roles and dates of next leave. 

- Calendars, in English and Chinese, for the years 1892, 1921, 1922 and 1923, published by 

the Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai (in Box 10, under ‘Astronomy and Calendar’). 

- A hand-drawn map, with labels in Chinese characters and notes in French. It’s unclear what 

the map shows, but it appears alongside cuttings about Mongolia and Central Asia (in Box 10, 

before ‘New Admiralty’). 

- Article from a French journal: ‘Nouvelles Nomenclatures Militaires en Chine Par A. 

Vissière’, extrait du Journal Asiatique (Janvier-Février 1914) (in Box 10, before ‘New 

Admiralty’). 

- Copy of ‘International Opium Convention. Signed at The Hague, January 23, 1912 (in Box 

11, under ‘Opium and []’). 



- Article: ‘The Opium Question – Legal Phases: An Elementary Study of the Rights of Indian 

Opium in China Today’, by Stanley K. Hornbeck, B.A., Oxon., Ph. D. Published by The 

China Press, Shanghai, 1912 (in Box 11, under ‘Opium and []’). 

- Diagram map of the Legations Quarter in Beijing, showing the locations of the different 

consulates (in Box 12, under ‘Peking Affairs’). 

- Article: ‘The 1910 Census of the Population of China’ by W. W. Rockhill. Reprinted from 

T’oung-Pao, Vol. XIII. Also a review of this article by Edouard Chavannes, in French, dated 

10 December 1904. (in Box 12, between ‘Patents’ and ‘Post Offices’). 

- Article by Parker: ‘‘A Note on some Statistics regarding China’, reprinted from the Journal 

of the Royal Statistical Society, Vol. LXII, Part I (March 1899) (in Box 12, between ‘Patents’ 

and ‘Post Offices’). 

- Article: ‘A Census of Tun-Huang’ by Lionel Giles (Extrait du T’oung-pao, 2
nd

 Série, Vol. 

XVI, No. 4, Octobre 1915) (in Box 12, between ‘Patents’ and ‘Post Offices’). 

- Article, possibly by Parker: ‘The Growth and Influence of the Chinese Press’ (in Box 12, 

under ‘Press’). 

 

 

Boxes 13-15 

 

Photographs (see separate introduction and spreadsheet). 

 

These boxes also contain other items: 

 

 

Box 13 

 

A letter, in Chinese. Parker’s handwritten note on the letter states: ‘Letter from son of Parthay 

Sultan’. This refers to Prince Hassan, who was the son of Du Wenxiu (杜文秀, 1823-1872), 

the leader of the Panthay Rebellion of 1856-1873. In Parker's book 'China: Past and Present', 

he writes about Du Wenxiu, and claims that ‘Prince Hassan, his son, gave me an account of 

his career in 1901.’ (p. 385). 

 

 

Box 14 

 

Various correspondences regarding Parker’s unpublished manuscript ‘The Mongols’: 

- Reviewer’s report on the manuscript, undated. 

- Letter, dated 9
th

 November 1925, from John Murray (publisher) to Parker. 

- Letter, dated 16
th

 February 1926, from William Geddie (of W. & R. Chambers publishers) 

to Parker’s daughter. 

- Letter, dated 12
th

 May 1950, from Parker’s daughter to John Stopford, Vice-Chancellor of 

University of Manchester. 

- Letter, dated 22
nd

 May 1950, from H. H. Rowley (Professor of Semitic Languages at the 

University of Manchester) to John Stopford. 

 

- Letter from Parker, dated 7
th

 October 1903, requesting that one of his former students be 

included in the list of business appointments in the university’s annual statement. 

 

- Extract of a letter from Parker, dated 1901. Only one small, double-sided extract remains. 

The extract on one side seems to concern a photography collection, and the other contains a 



request for instructions regarding a set of notes he was holding. It is included with a 

photograph of the remains of a man following a lingchi 凌迟 execution, but the two do not 

seem to be related. 

 

- MS, with title on front: ‘Prof. E. H. Parker. MSS. “The Mongols”’. It is in two parts. Part I 

is 107 pages long, and consists of 23 chapters. There are also two indexes, one, more detailed, 

with page numbers and one, less detailed, without. Part II is 40 pages long, and also contains 

an index. 

 

 

Box 15 

 

- Set of 10 paintings (not sure if they are originals or prints) showing individual figures. By 

their dress and the camels included in some of the portraits, they appear to be of Middle 

Eastern or North African people. One has a printed label, and some others have pencil labels 

in Parker's handwriting, but these are brief and vague, and only one, labelled ‘A Cairo Beauty’ 

gives any clue as to the origin of their subjects. There is no information as to the artist or the 

place where they were produced. 

 

- Photocopies of a number of documents:  

1) Parker’s university reports for 1911-1925.  

2) Entry for Parker in Who Was Who, 1916.  

3) Obituary for Parker by Edward T. Werner in Journal of the North China Branch of the 

Royal Asiatic Society.  

4) Obituary for Parker in The Times, 28 January 1926. 

 

-Scrapbook containing papers delivered or published by Parker: 

 

‘Remarks upon Chinese Commerce, Banking and Economics’ (Delivered to the Manchester 

Statistical Society, 9 February 1910). 

 

‘The Origin of Polo. – The Game in Ancient China’, The Polo Monthly (March 1909). 

 

‘Dr Sven Hedin and Lob Nor.’ 

 

‘Khoten.’ 

 

‘Paper and Printing in China’ (October 1908). 

 

‘The Chinese “Taxi-Cab”’, letter written in reply to a response to his article (also included) 

‘What We May Learn from Ancient Chinese Statesmen’ (3 November 1908). 

 

‘China’s Progress’ (1910). 

 

‘The Dalai Lama Imbroglio’ (1910). 

 

‘Modern Morocco.’ 

 

‘A New Discovery: The Ancient Chinese “Taxi-Cabs.”’ 

 



‘Russo-Chinese Relations (A.D. 1224-1912)’ (January 1912). 

 

‘Russia and China’, Asiatic Quarterly Review (January 1905). 

 

‘Researches on Ptolemy’s Geography of Eastern Asia [by Colonel G. E. Gerini, book 

review]’, Asiatic Quarterly Review (April 1910). 

 

‘An Introduction to the History of the Mongols [by E. Blochet, book review]’, Asiatic 

Quarterly Review (July 1910). 

 

‘Origin of “Mongol” and “Kitat”, Asiatic Quarterly Review (July 1910). 

 

‘Islam in China’, Asiatic Quarterly Review (July 1907). 

 

‘Chinese Contributions to the Kaaba Question’, Asiatic Quarterly Review (July 1899). 

 

‘The “Nestorians” Once More’, T’oung-Pao (Series II, Vol. VIII, No. 5). 

 

‘The Parting of the Ways, or Laocius and Confucius as Rival Moralists’, The University 

Review (July 1906). 

 

‘The Principles of Chinese Law and Society’, (delivered to the Royal Institution of Great 

Britain, 16 January 1906). 

 

‘China and the Ancient Cabul Valley’, The English Historical Review (October 1905). 

 

‘Tartars and Chinese before the Time of Confucius’, The English Historical Review (October 

1907). 

 

‘Central Asia’, Asiatic Quarterly Review (January 1911). 

 

‘Kashgar’, Asiatic Quarterly Review (October 1905). 

 

‘Yarkand’, Asiatic Quarterly Review (January 1906). 

 

‘Samarcand’, Asiatic Quarterly Review (July 1906). 

 

‘The Ancient City and State of Kuchar’, Asiatic Quarterly Review. 

 

‘The Ancient Chinese Bowl in the South Kensington Museum’, Asiatic Quarterly Review 

(July 1909).  

 

‘The Ancient Chinese Bowl in the South Kensington Museum’, Asiatic Quarterly Review 

(October 1909). 

 

‘The Ancient Chinese Bowl in the South Kensington Museum’, T’oung-Pao (Series II, Vol. 

X, No. 4). 

 

Reply to letter about location of Biblical land of Sinim, dated April 1905. 

 


